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Chapter 145 Movie King-like Acting Skills, Everyone Admired It  
 
Lu Benkai continued, “Brother Fan, your directing ability is second to none among everyone I’ve seen.” 
 
“You know which position an actor should be in to show the best effect. Your mastery when it comes to 
the transition of scenes, controlling the cameras, and location changes is top-notch. You’re also a true 
scriptwriting master. All of us admire and respect you a lot.” 
 
“Even though Yuehua Entertainment has encountered an unprecedented crisis this time, and no 
investor is willing to invest in ‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy’, I, Lu Benkai, believe in you.” 
 
“I also believe that this television drama will definitely become popular. It might even be more popular 
than the television dramas filmed by Huace Pictures.” 
 
Lu Benkai had long since admired Lin Fan from the bottom of his heart. 
 
He had been in the directing industry for so long, when had he ever met a director as strong as Lin Fan? 
 
This was not an exaggeration. This was what Lu Benkai had felt for a long time. 
 
In his opinion, if Lin Fan said he was second, no one would dare to say that they were first. 
 
There was a reason for the popularity of Joy of Life. 
 
The key was Lin Fan! 
 
“Tell me. If you have anything to ask of me, there’s no need to flatter me,” said Lin Fan with a smile. He 
handed Lu Benkai a bottle of mineral water. 
 
After Lu Benkai took the mineral water, he looked at Lin Fan and said seriously, “Brother Fan, I hope that 
one day, you can enter the movie industry. That is a brand new field.” 
 
“Moreover, filming a movie is even more profitable than filming a television drama. I’m an ordinary 
person who only knows how to be a director. I know that my ability isn’t good enough, but I have a 
dream. I want to film a few outstanding movies. I hope they can be released domestically, but also 
receive good reviews from foreign audiences.” 
 
“China has 5,000 years of history. 5,000 years of broad and profound history. Furthermore, China is the 
second-largest economy in the world. I’m proud of this.” 
 
“Brother Fan, I don’t know if you’ve heard of this saying before. If the youth are strong, the country will 
be strong.” 
 



“Movies, as an industry that can promote our country’s cultural heritage, are of vital significance. 
However, it’s difficult for our domestic movie industry to produce a good work in a year. Even if some 
works can be produced, they will be completely defeated by foreign movies, let alone classic foreign 
films.” 
 
“Now, not only do foreigners look down on us, but even the people in our country look down on our 
country’s movie industry. If this goes on for a long time, our domestic cultural industry will be infiltrated 
by foreigners, and the final outcome will be even more terrifying than war!” 
 
“If foreign countries influence the development of our country through movies, television, and other 
cultural industries, this cultural invasion is the most terrifying thing.” 
 
Lu Benkai’s expression was serious as he continued, “Brother Fan, you might not understand what I’m 
saying. Let me give you a simple example. Since ancient times, festivals in our country, such as the 
Spring Festival, the Lantern Festival, the Mid-Autumn Festival, and so on, have special meanings.” 
 
“But do you know what festivals young people like more nowadays? Foreign festivals like Valentine’s 
Day, White Day, Black Day, Carnival, and so on are more popular in our country instead.” 
 
“This is the effect of cultural influence. In the next few decades, the children in our country might like 
Ultraman, Marvel, and Iron Man. There’s no problem with that, of course.” 
 
“But where did the domestic things in our country go?” 
 
“Where did our five thousand years of Chinese cultural inheritance go?” 
 
“If it’s all infiltrated by foreign culture, how much of our Chinese culture can be passed down?” 
 
“Brother Fan, I know what I said might be too grand and unrealistic, but this is what I really think.” 
 
“Only you have the ability to enter the movie industry and change the stagnant water of the movie 
industry. There’s also the stagnant water of animation. None of our domestic movies, cartoons, and 
television can compare to foreign countries.” 
 
“Take war films for example. The domestic war films are divine dramas. They tear the Japanese apart 
and catch bullets with their bare hands. But foreign war films make people feel the fear of war.” Lu 
Benkai said a lot to Lin Fan. 
 
When Lin Fan heard that, he smiled and patted Lu Benkai on the shoulder. 
 
“Lu Benkai, you have to have confidence in our domestic culture.” 
 
“The movie industry is indeed a pool of stagnant water. I’ll remember what you said. If I have the 
chance, I’ll go to the movie industry to take a look. After all, it’s my wish to film a good movie too,” said 
Lin Fan with a smile. 
 
Lin Fan thought that the entertainment industry was all about popularity and money. 
 



There were indeed many people like that. 
 
However, there was also such a good person beside Lin Fan. 
 
This made Lin Fan very happy. 
 
If he had the ability, he would also enter the movie industry. 
 
Putting aside those cultural industries, just based on earning money, if he could film a popular movie, 
the money he would earn would definitely not be lower than that of television dramas. 
 
Lin Fan felt that he wasn’t someone who could save the world. 
 
If he could earn money, he would definitely give it a try. At the same time, it would be good to promote 
China’s traditional culture. 
 
After all, if he wanted to promote Chinese culture, he definitely could not do it alone. This required the 
efforts of a generation or even generations. 
 
The next day, another day of filming for “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” began. 
 
And today’s plot was very sweet. 
 
Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu’s sweet acting skills made everyone smile. 
 
“This is too sweet. Lin Fan and Xia Wangiu acted too well.” 
 
“What godly acting skills. I’m already impressed. The key is that in such hot weather, Lin Fan and Xia 
Wanqiu’s condition wasn’t affected. Instead, they were so engrossed in acting.” 
 
“Love at first sight, getting married on the spot, and having sex scenes… Are Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu 
monsters? How can they act so well in such a plot?” 
 
“Ah ah ah, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu are kissing again. It’s another kissing scene. I’m already stunned…” 
 
“This is called acting skills. I think Brother Fan and Xia Wangiu’s acting skills are definitely not inferior to 
Lin Kexin’s.” 
 
“Of course. Brother Fan’s acting skills are not something that ordinary people can compare to.” 
 
After filming this relationship scene, everyone cheered. 
 
In the film crew, they had already tacitly accepted Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu’s relationship. 
 
No one would peek at Xia Wanqiu and want to woo her. 
 
If Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu were sweet in the drama, they would be even sweeter in real 
 



life. 
 
In Joy of Life, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu didn’t have many relationship scenes and kissing scenes. 
 
But in this “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu’s acting skills made everyone feel 
deeply shocked. 
 
In their hearts, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu were the true Best Actors. They were impeccable! 
 
Chapter 146 This Drama Touched Everyone in the Crew 
 
Unknowingly, a long time had passed. 
 
As for the filming progress of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”, it was finally time to wrap 
 
up. 
 
It was worth mentioning that Lin Kexin’s “Star Garden” had also finished filming recently. 
 
It also caused a stir on the Internet. 
 
Now, they were just waiting for the post-production to be completed, submitted for review, and a series 
of procedures before it could be released. 
 
And today was the day “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” completed its filming. 
 
The final outcome of this television drama was undoubtedly a tragedy. 
 
Before filming started today, all the actors took a long time to get into character. 
 
As a result, Lin Fan’s physical condition seemed very poor. 
 
The tragedy here would be the saddest point in the entire drama. 
 
These actors were already crying just by looking at the ending of the script. 
 
Today, they were going to act it all out. 
 
Before filming started, Lu Benkai and many other staff were already prepared. 
 
In the final ending, many people would die. 
 
This was also one of the places that tested actors’ acting skills the most. 
 
From the start, there was a supporting actor called Liu Jinyuan. He came in front of the protagonist and 
Tang Yu. Before he died, he told them about the power of the pendant. Only two sincere lovers could 
make a wish by taking out the pendant. However, the outcome of the wish would cause the two of them 
to become birds. 



 
On the other side, the Moon Worship Sect Master, who yearned to rebuild the world, summoned a 
water demon beast and created a large amount of floodwater. 
 
The main leads, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu, acted as Li Xiaoyao and Zhao Ling’er respectively in the plot. 
The two of them worked together to resist the Moon Worship Sect Master. 
 
This was a fighting scene that required a lot of special effects. It also needed the three of them to have 
very good acting skills. 
 
In this scene, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu’s performance could be said to be perfect. 
 
The Moon Worship Sect Master’s acting skills were also very strong. 
 
On the other side, the character Ah Nu in the plot was played by Lin Jingjing. Her acting skills were also 
very good. In the plot, she remembered that she had been controlled to kill her father and had even 
broken the arm of the man she loved the most. She was in so much pain that she wanted to commit 
suicide. The man she loved the most came to stop her. 
 
Lin Jingjing was acting as Ah Nu, and Xu Yang was acting as Tang Yu. Ah Nu fell into Tang Yu’s arms and 
cried. She was in so much pain that she wanted to die. The soul-stirring acting skills between the two of 
them had moved countless people. 
 
Xu Yang and Lin Jingjing’s acting won over everyone. 
 
At this point, all the staff present had tears in their eyes. 
 
Ah Nu’s heart-wrenching pain, Tang Yu’s love for her, and the relationship between the two of them. 
 
Xu Yang and Lin Jingjing were completely immersed in the plot. They raised their heads silently. 
 
At the same time, Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu’s acting skills were immaculate too. The characters they acted 
as, Li Xiaoyao and Zhao Ling’er, were fighting with the Moon Worship Sect Master. 
 
Then, Li Xiaoyao and Zhao Ling’er both fell into a disadvantageous position filled with danger. 
 
The plot had reached its climax. 
 
They had to defeat the Moon Worship Sect Master to maintain peace in the world. 
 
Therefore, Ah Nu and Tang Yu took out their pendants and made a wish. They summoned back the 
power of the earth and the Moon Worship Sect Master was finally defeated. 
 
Ah Nu looked at Tang Yu, who looked back at her. 
 
Here, Xu Yang and Lin Jingjing’s acting completely fused together. 
 
They had finally come together. 



 
Even if it meant death, they had to kill the Moon Worship Sect Master. 
 
Using the power of the pendant, the two of them turned into birds and flew together. 
 
They were willing to be two lovebirds flying in the sky together and twin branches on a tree on the 
ground 
 
At the last moment, the two people who loved each other finally got together but turned into birds. 
 
Xu Yang and Lin Jingjing officially finished filming at this point. 
 
After filming this, there were no more scenes for the two of them. 
 
However, Xu Yang only had Lin Jingjing in his eyes, and his eyes were red. 
 
Lin Jingjing was the same, her beautiful eyes filled with tears. 
 
Just acting in this plot alone made them both a little depressed. 
 
In the plot, the most tragic ending came. 
 
Xia Wanqiu, who was acting as Zhao Ling’er, killed the water demon beast and she was seriously injured. 
 
When Lin Fan’s Li Xiaoyao saw his wife return… 
 
He looked at Zhao Ling’er as she walked towards him step by step, revealing an innocent smile. 
 
Then, Zhao Ling’er died in Li Xiaoyao’s arms. 
 
In the plot, Xia Wanqiu fell into Lin Fan’s arms like this. 
 
Even though they knew that this was an act, the two of them were already engrossed. 
 
In order to shoulder the mission of being a descendant of Nuwa, she took up the responsibility and 
sacrificed herself to defeat the Moon Worship Sect Master. However, she could no longer be with the 
person she loved the most. 
 
Her lover had left her, and her friends had all died, leaving only her only daughter. 
 
Loneliness, despair, pain. 
 
When he saw Xia Wanqiu fall into his arms, Lin Fan felt a heart-wrenching pain. 
 
He looked at the person he loved the most in his arms. 
 
Even though he knew that it was fake. 
 



But Lin Fan still couldn’t control his emotions. 
 
His emotions went from disbelief to reluctance, to sadness, to despair, and then to helplessness. 
 
All the changes in expression were reflected on Lin Fan. 
 
He used his most perfect acting skills to portray the protagonist’s emotions. 
 
In the world, everyone left him. 
 
Only he and his daughter were left. 
 
Even Lin Fan didn’t expect that he would act to such an extent. 
 
Everything in front of him was like that Xianxia world. 
 
The person he loved the most had left him. 
 
Lin Fan felt his heart shatter. 
 
Finally, Lu Benkai shouted cut. 
 
This meant that this scene was over. 
 
The Legend of Sword and Fairy had officially finished filming. 
 
But after the filming was completed, Lin Fan’s eyes were still filled with tears. 
 
He hugged Xia Wanqiu for a long time. 
 
On the other side, Lin Jingjing and Xu Yang felt the same. 
 
Lin Jingjing’s eyes were red, and so were Xu Yang’s. The two of them leaned against each other quietly. 
They did not speak or even move. 
 
Xia Wanqiu opened her eyes slowly in Lin Fan’s arms. 
 
She smiled a little. 
 
Fool… 
 
They were acting just now. 
 
She was still alive. Why was this fool still crying? He was already such a big man, how could he still cry? 
Xia Wanqiu smiled sweetly and gently brushed her palm across Lin Fan’s cheek. 
 
Lin Fan finally recovered from the plot and hugged Xia Wanqiu tightly. He acted too seriously and the 
plot was too realistic. Lin Fan felt that the woman he loved the most had really left him. 



 
Xia Wanqiu could feel Lin Fan’s emotions. She just let him hug her. 
 
In the film crew, 
 
Everyone saw this scene. 
 
Logically speaking, this should be a huge scandal. Lin Fan openly hugged Xia Wanqiu and hugged her 
tightly. 
 
However, all the staff members’ eyes were moist and they remained silent for a long time. 
 
Assistant Director Lu Benkai, as well as many actresses and even children, cried. 
 
Because… this drama was too touching. 
 
There was no music or special effects at the location. Just his simple acting skills were enough to move 
everyone present and make them cry. 
 
Everyone had also placed themselves in the protagonist’s world. 
 
Seeing the protagonist’s beloved woman gradually die, everyone’s hearts were as heavy as Lin Fan’s. 
 
They had already treated Xia Wanqiu as the true female lead in “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”. 
 
So much so that when Xia Wanqiu woke up, 
 
Some people even cheered. 
 
She woke up in Lin Fan’s arms. 
 
They hugged each other and were really together again. 
 
Even if the television series had stopped recording, 
 
However, all the staff, the audience, and even Lin Fan himself had already forgotten that they were 
filming and what they were doing. 
 
They only remembered that this was a true Xianxia world. 
 
He only remembered that the person in front of him was the person he loved and that he was 
surrounded by his beloved friends. 
 
The staff were also deeply moved by this plot. 
 
For nearly ten minutes, 
 
Everyone in the film crew had yet to recover. 



 
This drama… touched everyone in the film crew! 
 
Chapter 147 Filming for the Television Series Completed, Lin Fan’s Acting Stuns CEO Li  
 
Ten minutes later, there was finally a thunderous applause. 
 
Assistant Director Lu Benkai and all the staff. 
 
Su Xiaoyu, who was already crying, and even CEO Li, who had come to the venue to watch the 
completion of the filming. 
 
Lin Jingjing and Xu Yang kept clapping. 
 
Lin Fan also pulled Xia Wanqiu up. All the scenes had ended. 
 
Looking at the red-faced Xia Wanqiu, Lin Fan remembered that he had just taken advantage of her 
again. 
 
“Wife, I’m sorry. I bullied you again just now,” said Lin Fan softly. 
 
“Who’s your wife? Shameless.” Xia Wanqiu’s face was slightly red. She curled her little fingers, but she 
was abnormally happy. Of course, she was also a little disappointed. 
 
She and Lin Fan had finished filming another television drama. 
 
In this television drama, she was still his wife. Even though it was a tragedy, she was very happy during 
the filming of the television drama. 
 
What kind of person was CEO Li? He knew that the television series was about to finish filming today, so 
he specially came here to watch the final scenes. 
 
Even CEO Li’s eyes were moist. 
 
He had never come to see the filming progress. Now that he was here, he sighed. 
 
Such acting skills were simply too awesome! 
 
Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu’s acting skills, as well as Lin Jingjing and Xu Yang’s scenes, were all so perfect. 
 
They could have such an effect even without any music. 
 
If the music was added, this television drama would probably be even more touching. 
 
The tragic ending made the television drama even more perfect, and it was deeply imprinted in the 
hearts of all the staff present. 
 
“What godly acting skills.” 



 
“I’m really happy that Yuehua has such good actors,” CEO Li said with a smile. He looked at everyone 
with fondness. 
 
The actors had such good acting skills and worked so hard. Just the effect they showed made CEO Li feel 
that it was not ordinary. 
 
If it wasn’t for CEO Li’s strong support, they wouldn’t have been able to film the television drama “The 
Legend of Sword and Fairy”. 
 
After all, all the entertainment companies on the market had rejected Lin Fan’s script. They felt that 
“The Legend of Sword and Fairy” wasn’t worth adapting. 
 
Only CEO Li had always supported Lin Fan. 
 
Now that the television drama was completed, CEO Li really felt that it was right to believe in Lin Fan. 
 
Perhaps the television series “The Legend of Sword and Fairy’ would really become popular. 
 
As for going against Huace Pictures’ “Star Garden”, to be honest, CEO Li was not that confident. 
 
After all, a slice-of-life drama like “Star Garden” was more in line with the market. 
 
As for the Xianxia drama “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”, it was the first-ever domestic Xianxia 
television drama, and it was very torturous. 
 
As for whether the audience liked such a television drama, CEO Li was not sure. 
 
But there was no doubt that this television drama was quite interesting. 
 
Some of the staff quietly wiped their tears. 
 
Some of their eyes were still red. 
 
“How can this television drama be filmed so well? I’m already crying. This plot is too touching. But I 
don’t want the female lead to die. If only the ending was a happy one.” 
 
“I’m crying, I’m crying. That despicable Lin Fan, what kind of script did he write? He made me cry.” 
 
“How can their acting be so touching? I’m already deeply impressed by their acting skills.” 
 
“I was already crying just now. Such acting skills and such expressions make me feel like the world is 
collapsing. It makes me feel like I’ve lost the person I love the most too.” 
 
“Amazing. Lin Fan’s acting skills in the last scene were really amazing. If he didn’t have at least ten years 
of acting experience, he definitely wouldn’t have performed so well.” 
 



“Pain, sorrow, despair, and helplessness. If it were me, I wouldn’t know how to act these emotions out 
either. Brother Fan is really too engrossed in his acting. I want to give him a thumbs up!” 
 
“This has nothing to do with whether Brother Fan is engrossed or not. The main thing is that even I’m 
engrossed in it. This is still because this television drama doesn’t have any music accompaniment, no 
special effects, and no post-production yet. If these things were added and it was released, I’m afraid I 
would really cry.” 
 
“I’m looking forward to this television drama. I’ll definitely follow it!!!” 
 
“D*mn, we’ve filmed such a good television drama. We might not lose to Star Garden. Brother Fan is so 
handsome, Xia Wanqiu is so beautiful, and Su Xiaoyu is not inferior to Lin Kexin. As for Lin Jingjing, her 
looks are also super good. With these three beauties and the two handsome guys Lin Fan and Xu Yang, 
we won’t lose to Huace Pictures.” “Kill them, charge, charge!” 
 
After everyone wiped their tears, they were all impressed by the last scene. 
 
They all followed Lin Fan and Xia Wanqiu into a wonderful world. 
 
And this world was too attractive. 
 
When the television series’ filming was completed, everyone gathered together. 
 
Xue Kexin, the post-production team leader, had already arrived. 
 
Xue Kexin was also deeply shocked when she saw such acting skills. 
 
“Lin Fan, your acting skills are too moving.” 
 
“How are we supposed to help you do post-production? What if you make all the post-production staff 
cry?” Xue Kexin said. She looked at Lin Fan and sighed. 
 
“Haha, it’s fine. If you need me, I’ll help you guys.” Lin Fan smiled and said. Xue Kexin shook her head 
and said, “Lin Fan, don’t worry. We’re all professionals at post-production. You’ve already taught us a lot 
last time. This time, you should rest well. If there’s anything we don’t understand, we’ll ask you again.” 
 
When Lin Fan heard that, he nodded. 
 
After all, Xue Kexin’s post-production team was quite strong 
 
They had worked together once before and Lin Fan was confident in Xue Kexin. 
 
Su Xiaoyu ran all the way to Lin Fan and gave him a hug. 
 
“Master, you’re awesome! I cried just now,” Su Xiaoyu said. 
 
“Sister Wanqiu is also super awesome. If it were me, I definitely wouldn’t be able to act out such an 
effect.” Su Xiaoyu held Xia Wanqiu’s arm and blinked. 



 
“It’s just… Master, I’ve finished my cucumbers and bananas. I haven’t eaten anything good for more 
than a month. I’ve lost five pounds in this month. My small breasts are even less obvious now. I want to 
eat a feast!” Su Xiaoyu said. 
 
Xia Wanqiu had also lost a little weight. Everyone had worked too hard during this period of time. 
 
After this television drama was filmed, Lin Fan didn’t have to worry about the rest. 
 
After the post-production was completed, it could be released. 
 
After the television drama was released, he would compete with Lin Kexin’s Star Garden. 
 
What everyone had to do now was to eat a delicious meal! 
 
Looking at everyone’s expectant gazes, Lin Fan smiled brightly. 
 
“Since the television series has finished filming, I’ll make a feast for everyone.” 
 
“Qiuqiu, there’s also your favorite braised fish.” Lin Fan smiled and looked at everyone present. The 
perfect completion of the filming of this television series made Lin Fan more confident in this television 
series. 
 
When they heard that Lin Fan was going to cook a feast, 
 
Everyone in the film crew welcomed him. The main thing was that Lin Fan’s feasts were too delicious. 
 
Especially Su Xiaoyu and Xia Wanqiu. 
 
The two girls were already drooling. 
 
Lin Jingjing was the same. Xu Yang also touched his stomach. 
 
There were also the directing team and staff. 
 
Of course, Lin Fan wouldn’t be the only one cooking. Other chefs were also present. 
 
However, with Lin Fan around, they could definitely eat a delicious meal today! 
 
“Wow, it’s been so long since I had a feast. I can finally eat Brother Fan’s delicious food.” 
 
“Brother Fan, I want to eat a feast. Count me 
 
in!” 
 
“Brother Fan is the best!!!” 
 
These staff members and the big celebrities acting in the drama were all gluttons. 



 
For the past month or so, they had been holding it in. 
 
Not to mention them, even Xia Wanqiu and Su Xiaoyu did not get to eat delicious food. 
 
Almost every day, they would eat a little and then go film. 
 
For “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”, everyone had sacrificed too much. 
 
Lin Kexin’s television drama “Star Garden” and Xia Wanqiu’s television drama “The Legend of Sword and 
Fairy” had already finished filming. 
 
Then, after this feast, 
 
There would be a bloody battle! 
 
When the time came… let’s see, 
 
Which of these two television dramas would become really popular! 
 
Chapter 148 Sujiang TV Is Shocked, The Legend of Sword and Fairy Is Too Interesting!  
 
After the filming of the television drama was completed, it entered the post-production stage. 
 
Lin Fan didn’t participate in these segments anymore. 
 
He had already helped the post-production staff a lot. Even without him participating, the television 
drama “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” could be post-produced well. 
 
On the other hand, the termination notices of those endorsements were all handed over to the legal 
department, which would deal with them. 
 
Xia Wanqiu was completely jobless now. She was very relaxed. 
 
All her endorsements and advertisements had been terminated. 
 
She would not feel so much pressure every day anymore. 
 
Lin Fan was the same. He returned to his salted fish life every day. 
 
These few days, Lin Fan had it easier. 
 
Until one day, Yuehua sent a notice. 
 
The Legend of Sword and Fairy was officially completed. 
 
As long as it was screened, it could be presented to all the audience. 
 



Then, it was time to talk about the premiere rights of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”. 
 
Many television stations were fighting for the premiere rights of “Star Garden”. 
 
There weren’t many television stations fighting for the premiere rights of “The Legend of Sword and 
Fairy”. 
 
Sujiang TV. Lin Fan was in Sujiang TV, waiting for the staff’s response. 
 
When the staff walked out, he looked at the script outline of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” and 
frowned. He said, “Director Lin, this “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” has broken through the usual 
conventional thinking. It has a tragic ending. Although there are many popular actors acting in it, the 
audience might not approve of it. This television drama might not become popular.” 
 
Lin Fan was the director of this television drama. Among the staff, he was called Director Lin. 
 
This was the first television drama that Lin Fan had directed. He personally came here to discuss the 
premiere rights. 
 
Lin Fan said, “It’s indeed a tragic ending. It’s because of this tragic ending that the audience can 
remember it and it’s how I’ll create a classic television drama.” 
 
The staff member of Sujiang TV nodded and said, “We can buy the premiere rights of this television 
drama, but we have a request. We have to watch the film first.” 
 
“If this is a crude television drama, then I’m sorry, but it can’t be screened on Sujiang TV,” the staff of 
Sujiang TV said. 
 
“Sure.” Lin Fan nodded. 
 
In the office, the staff of Sujiang TV received the first five episodes of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” 
and played them. 
 
When they saw the first episode of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy’, all the staff of Sujiang TV were 
stunned. 
 
When the first episode started, they were already deeply attracted to the scenes, music, and characters 
of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”. 
 
The staff of Sujiang TV were all humans. They liked girls and celebrities. 
 
When they saw Xia Wanqiu as Zhao Ling’er and Su Xiaoyu as Lin Yueru, they could not help but look at 
each other. 
 
These two girls looked too beautiful in ancient clothes. 
 
Furthermore, this television drama had Xia Wanqiu as the female lead and Su Xiaoyu as the supporting 
actress. Although Su Xiaoyu was the supporting actress, she had a lot of scenes in this television drama. 



 
As they continued watching, Lin Fan appeared on screen as well. There was also Xu Yang… 
 
The production of the entire television series, the special effects, and every change of scene shocked the 
staff of Sujiang TV. 
 
Was there such an excellent television drama in the country? 
 
This was the first Xianxia drama in the country. From the start, it used a vast aura and well-made scenes 
to deeply attract the staff here. 
 
Then, the plot of the television drama started. 
 
Soon, the staff finished watching five episodes of the television drama. 
 
When the staff of Sujiang TV finished watching, they looked at Lin Fan in surprise. 
 
“D*mn, this television drama is too good. It’s my first time watching a Xianxia drama and I feel 
attracted.” 
 
“I’ve seen so many television dramas and have seen all sorts of things, but this is the first time I’ve seen 
a television drama like this.” 
 
“I feel that this television drama is even better and more attractive than ‘Joy of Life’.” 
 
“Can I still watch the rest of the television drama? I’m already completely stunned and mesmerized. I 
want to watch it all in one go. I can’t miss such a Xianxia masterpiece.” 
 
All the staff exclaimed. They were all shocked by the Legend of Sword and Fairy. 
 
The first Xianxia drama in history had already shocked them from the start. 
 
They were professionals in this industry after all. They had seen all sorts of television dramas and very 
few television dramas could move them. 
 
Even the popular “Joy of Life” on the Internet could only get a “not bad” in the eyes of these people. 
 
However, this “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” made these staff unable to stop. 
 
Xia Wanqiu and Su Xiaoyu were too beautiful. Their expressions, actions, and acting skills attracted all 
the staff. 
 
Coupled with the fact that Lin Fan was acting with these two girls, the staff were already infatuated. 
 
At first, when they found out that this television drama was directed by Lin Fan, they didn’t take it to 
heart. 
 



Although Lin Fan had written a popular script for a television drama, it wasn’t enough for everyone to 
know about him. 
 
After all, many screenwriters had also appeared as a flash in the pan. 
 
Lin Fan was indeed a big star and he was very handsome. But in the eyes of these staff, looks had 
nothing to do with directing. 
 
After watching five episodes, the staff of Sujiang TV had completely changed their impression of Lin Fan. 
 
Lin Fan wasn’t just a director. He was also an outstanding director! 
 
The first Xianxia masterpiece in history would be born in Lin Fan’s hands. 
 
In the past, no one had ever tried making a Xianxia drama, but Lin Fan had directed a complete Xianxia 
masterpiece. 
 
The plot of this television drama was also so attractive and interconnected. 
 
“Director Lin, I didn’t know you were so good at directing.” 
 
“Director Lin, is your Legend of Sword and Fairy only 36 episodes long? I feel that it’s not enough.” 
“That’s right. I feel that the acting skills of all the actors in this television series are much better than 
that of Joy of Life. The scenes and effects displayed are also very good.” 
 
“We thought that you would release the second season of Joy of Life, but we didn’t know why you 
filmed ‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy’. Now, we understand. The level and attainments of this ‘The 
Legend of Sword and Fairy’ are quite high. I heard that you even wrote the script.” 
 
Many staff looked at Lin Fan in surprise. Their attitudes had already changed silently. 
 
With such a plot and such actors, if this television drama did not become popular, it would be 
intolerable! 
 
Chapter 149 Confronting Today’s Apex King, Declaring War!  
“Director Lin, we’ve all seen your directing ability.” 
 
“The television drama ‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy’ might really become popular.” 
 
“We’ll buy the premiere rights of this television drama. After our unanimous discussion, we’ll officially 
buy the premiere rights of this drama for 93 million,” the staff of Sujiang Television said. 
 
“Sure. It’ll be broadcasted on Sujiang TV every Friday, Saturday and Sunday. Six episodes will be 
broadcasted per week. If there’s no problem, let’s sign the contract,” said Lin Fan. 
 
“Alright, we’ve already drafted the contract. Director Lin, take a look at the contract.” The staff of 
Sujiang TV took out the contract and placed it in front of Lin Fan. 
 



After checking that the contract was fine, Lin Fan shook hands with the staff of Sujiang TV. “Pleasure 
doing business with you.” 
 
“Director Lin, pleasure doing business with you too. I look forward to your television drama becoming 
popular.” 
 
After signing the contract, it also meant that “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”, which had hundreds of 
millions of yuan invested in it, was officially scheduled to be broadcasted on Sujiang TV at 8 pm every 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday. 
 
The contract Lin Fan signed with Sujiang TV was only a dividend contract. In other words, if “The Legend 
of Sword and Fairy” could become popular in the future, Lin Fan could receive a lot of money from it. 
 
Furthermore, this was only the beginning. 
 
All of Xia Wanqiu’s endorsements had been terminated. 
 
Therefore, Lin Fan wanted to use this television drama to make Xia Wanqiu become a really popular 
female celebrity. 
 
In reality, Lin Fan wasn’t interested in becoming famous. 
 
From the beginning to now, he had always been a salted fish. 
 
Lin Fan becoming a superstar was also for Xia Wanqiu. 
 
When Lin Fan found out that someone from Huace Pictures wanted to kill Xia Wanqiu’s career, 
 
Lin Fan felt what a crisis was. 
 
Lin Fan felt what anger was. 
 
His cat, Xia Wanqiu, only wanted to film good works. 
 
But in the entertainment industry, the opponents would not let Xia Wanqiu off. 
 
Faced with the high compensation for breach of contract, Xia Wanqiu almost could not make a 
comeback. 
 
Those endorsements actually terminated their contracts with Xia Wanqiu to go work with Lin Kexin 
instead. 
 
This was because those endorsements thought that Lin Kexin had more investment value. 
 
If the big star Lin Kexin was the spokesperson, it would be even better for their products. 
 
Most people in this world cared about benefits. 
 



The so-called negative impacts on their products were just excuses from these endorsements and 
advertisers. 
 
The main reason was that they felt that Xia Wanqiu could not compare to Lin Kexin. 
 
They felt that “Joy of Life” could not compare to “Star Garden”. 
 
Lin Kexin was indeed very popular. 
 
Even Lin Fan’s “Love Confession” wasn’t more popular than Lin Kexin. 
 
Coincidentally, the first season of Joy of Life was already popular. 
 
All the entertainment companies thought that Lin Fan was going to release the second season of Joy of 
Life. 
 
Huace Pictures must have thought of it too. 
 
They might even have thought of measures and plans to deal with the second season of Joy of Life. 
 
At this moment, if Lin Fan wanted Xia Wanqiu to become even more popular and for her popularity to 
surpass Lin Kexin’s. 
 
Then it was unrealistic to rely on the second season of Joy of Life. 
 
This television drama already had a fixed fanbase. It was already very difficult to add a new fanbase. 
 
Hence, Lin Fan made a bold attempt. 
 
He wanted to do what nobody expected him to. 
 
It was to use “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” to completely promote Xianxia dramas in the country. 
 
In other words, Lin Fan was using “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” to fight against Huace Pictures’ “Star 
Garden”! 
 
Lin Fan chose the prime-time slot for a week. 
 
Every Friday, Saturday and Sunday at 8 pm. His goal was to face “Star Garden” head-on! 
 
The audience’s time was limited. “Star Garden” would definitely be broadcasted during prime time. 
 
The audience could only choose to watch one television drama at one period of time. 
 
If they still wanted to watch dramas in the future, they could only look for videos online. 
 
However, it was worth mentioning that there was no web version of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” 
yet. 



 
Because this television drama was targeted at the entire television audience. 
 
It was a bold attempt and a dangerous one. In other words, if the audience missed this television drama 
and wanted to watch ‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy” again, they had to wait for the next official 
broadcast of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”. 
 
This was a gamble. 
 
It was also a challenge. 
 
nev 
 
Lin Fan, a newcomer who had just entered the entertainment industry and was also a newcomer 
director, used his new directorial work, “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”, to fight head-on with the 
former king, Huace Pictures! 
 
This was a serious challenge. 
 
After all, Lin Kexin’s popularity was too high. 
 
If he wanted to fight Huace Pictures head-on, he might fail. 
 
But Lin Fan had no way out. 
 
Xia Wanqiu had no way out after being bullied to this extent. 
 
After the broadcast time of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy’ was set, this television drama was officially 
announced on Weibo! 
 
[The premiere of ‘The Legend of Sword and Fairy” is coming. It’s going to premiere at 20.00 this Friday 
on Sujiang TV.) 
 
[The male lead of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy”: Lin Fan, acting as Li Xiaoyao.] 
 
[The female lead: Xia Wanqiu, acting as Zhao Ling’er.] 
 
[Supporting actress: Su Xiaoyu, acting as Lin Yueru.] 
 
[Supporting actress: Lin Jingjing, acting as Ah Nu.] 
 
[Supporting actor: Xu Yang, acting as Tang Yu.] 
 
[…] 
 
(Director: Lin Fan.) 
 
[Screenwriter: Lin Fan.) 



 
Post-production: Lin Fan, Xue Kexin. 
 
When this news was announced, the official Weibo account of “The Legend of Sword and Fairy” also 
released the first set of cast photos. 
 
There were photos of Lin Fan, Xia Wanqiu, Su Xiaoyu, Xu Yang, and Lin Jingjing. 
 
Immediately after, this news was officially trending on Weibo! 
 
All of Lin Fan and Xia Wangiu’s fans were in 
 
an uproar again. 
 
“D*mn, Brother Fan is so handsome. I love him. I’m in love with Brother Fan. What should I do?” 
 
“Xia Wanqiu is also super beautiful. How can there be such a beautiful little fairy?” 
 
“Su Xiaoyu is so beautiful too. This is her first time trying such a style. She’s simply stunning.” 
 
“Did you guys notice? This Legend of Sword and Fairy was personally directed by Brother Fan. Even the 
script was written by Brother Fan.” 
 
“In the future, we can’t call him Lin Fan anymore. We should call him Director Lin.” 
 
“We’ll look forward to Director Lin’s first television drama at 8 pm this Friday. We’ll definitely follow it 
then!” 
 
At the same time… 
 
Huace Pictures was the former king and the current king. 
 
The official Weibo account of “Star Garden” also officially announced the release of Star Garden! 
 
The king of entertainment companies, Huace Pictures, gathered five top scriptwriters and chose to 
broadcast Star Garden on Friday, Saturday, and Sunday exclusively on Mango TV. 
 
Furthermore, the female lead of “Star Garden” was an A-list celebrity and the most popular female 
celebrity with the most fans in the entire entertainment industry, Lin Kexin. 
 
Other than that, the supporting actress for “Star Garden” was also an A-list celebrity. She was Chu 
Yaoyao, who was ranked second on Douyin’s celebrity rankings. 
 
The male lead of “Star Garden” was also an A-list celebrity. 
 
For this television drama, Huace Pictures was working full throttle. 
 
Faced with Huace Pictures’ dominance, 



 
Yuehua Entertainment chose to broadcast a television drama at the same time as Huace Pictures. 
 
Even the premiere times of the television dramas were identical. 
 
Weibo had already exploded. 
 
Because, 
 
This meant… 
 
Lin Fan was declaring war on the entire Huace Pictures! 


